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Abstract: Large all-optical tunable delays are generated in a dispersive fiber by double 
wavelength conversion through cross gain modulation in semiconductor optical amplifiers. A 
156 ps pulse train is continuously delayed up to 14 ns.  
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1. Introduction 
The development of all-optically controlled delay lines and fast access memories is seen like one of the 
greatest challenge for photonic signal processing, since they are believed necessary for the development of the future 
all-optical packet routers in photonic communication systems. Over the last decade, successful experiments to 
widely control the group velocity of optical signal pulses have been reported that make use of optical resonance 
effects. Recently, a significant progress toward real applications has been developed since slow-light is 
experimentally and efficiently observed in optical fibers. These delaying techniques have the advantages of 
compatibility with fiber-optic communication systems, room-temperature operation at any wavelength and large 
data bandwidth. However, the maximum time delay that a pulse can experience in these schemes remains restricted 
to a few bits delay as a result of the considerable distortion due to the dispersion associated with the slow light 
process. The scientific challenge to produce a large amount of pulse delay with negligible distortion remains opened. 
We here propose a new technique to improve to a large increment the pulse fractional delay, based on the 
combination of double wavelength conversion and propagation in a dispersive element [1-3]. The main progress in 
our configuration compared to previous works is to realize simply and efficiently the wavelength conversion using 
cross gain modulation in a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) in a compact and low power configuration. This 
type of conversion offers the key advantage to be efficient over a much broader wavelength range than parametric 
processes. This extends the range of delays obtained by the dispersive line and we could demonstrate experimentally 
a large range of optical delays with low distortion, up to tens of nanosecond for 156 ps optical pulses.  
 
2. Principle 
Cross gain modulation (XGM) in a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) is usually described as a 
nonlinear interaction between two co- or counter-propagating beams, a strong pump wave at νpump and a weak probe 
wave at νprobe. Let suppose an intensity modulated pump light entering an SOA and a CW probe light simultaneously 
injected counter-directionally into the SOA. Due to gain modulation, the pump light will modulate the gain in the 
SOA [4]. In turn XGM in the amplifier will impose the pump modulation on the probe. Thus the intensity of the 
probe at the target wavelength is inversely modulated and carries the complementary data pattern, so essentially the 
same information as the pump modulation. Note that this process has the merit of high conversion efficiency and of 
no requirement for a phase matching condition. Besides, it can be polarization-independent if an SOA showing an 
polarization-independent gain is employed. After exiting the SOA, the probe light is launched into a highly 
dispersive optical medium such as long lengths of optical fiber [1,2] or even a highly dispersive grating [3]. The 
propagation velocity of the probe through the fiber can be continuously varied by simply tuning the probe 
wavelength as a result of the wavelength dependence of the group-velocity. The probe wave can thus exit the fiber 
with relative delays or advancements that can be estimated to first order as the product of probe wavelength change 
and the group-velocity dispersion (GVD) of the fiber. The delayed converted signal then experiences a second 
wavelength conversion in another SOA back to the original signal wavelength, restoring in the same process the 
original modulation pattern. 
 
3. Experiments and Results 
A 1571 nm distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode is used as signal source (pump) and its output is split 
using a 90/10 directional coupler. The light from the high power coupler branch is used to generate a data signal 
using an electro-optic modulator. In our setup shown in Fig. 1-(a) a 100 ps FWHM pulse train at a 500 MHz 
repetition rate is generated as test signal. Then the pulsed signal is boosted using an erbium-doped fiber amplifier 
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(EDFA) before it is launched into the first SOA. A weak CW probe beam generated by tunable laser source (TLS) is 
also simultaneously launched into the first SOA in the direction opposite to the pulse direction to simply separate the 
input and the converted signals. Through the principle described above, XGM induces an intensity modulation on 
the probe, resulting in a wavelength converted signal that is inverted compared to the input pulses. The converted 
signal is then delivered to a dispersive medium that was simply in our test setup a 25 km-long single mode fiber. 
After exiting from the fiber, the converted signal is amplified by another EDFA before entering the second SOA 
while the lower power channel from the DFB laser is injected into the converter. Using the same XGM process the 
second wavelength conversion is performed, so that the original signal pulse pattern is restored and the signal 
returns to its exact original wavelength.  
The measured temporal delays of the output pulse as a function of the wavelength of the TLS are illustrated 
in Fig.1-(b). A great amount of time delay was obtained while the TLS wavelength was swept from 1526 nm to 
1596 nm. In our proposed method, we achieved a ~14 ns true time delay for 156 ps FWHM optical pulse, resulting 
in a delay-to-pulse-width ratio of about 90. This ratio can certainly be further improved using a more dispersive 
delay line and an even broader wavelength scanning range. 
4. Conclusions 
We have experimentally demonstrated the generation of large variable optical delays on a 6 Gbit/s data stream, 
based on the combination of GVD in optical fibers and double wavelength conversion using XGM in SOA. In this 
experiment, the maximum bit-rate of the data packet through the delay-line was restricted by the carrier recovery 
time of the used SOAs. However, it must be pointed out that our delay-line can be employed for high speed 
networks since error-free wavelength conversion at 160 Gbit/s has been realized [5]. The original signal wavelength 
is preserved and the signal bandwidth is only moderately modified by the chirp effects in the SOAs. We believe that 
this scheme can be a promising timing tool for future communication and microwave photonics systems. 
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Fig.1: The experimental setup to realize the optical delay line is shown on the left and the relative pulse delays as a function of the TLS 
wavelength in the right. The insert shows the time delay experienced by the pulse train when the TLS wavelength is changed by 4 nm.  
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